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NDNS Membership
We are excited to offer you an NDNS Membership.

Your membership will help to protect the environment.

You will enjoy special packages and benefits for members.

We look forward to your participation.

Click here to Sign Up

Donate a book to the NDNS library

Big THANK YOU to all the amazing people who have
donated these awesome books towards the
#newdelhinaturesociety library.

You can also donate nature related books to NDNS to help
build the library.

Visit our website for more details: www.ndns.in

Buy a badge of your favourite bird.

Contact us to place your order & start your collection
today!

Just Rs 50/- each.
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Tree Transplanting
is a term used to fool
citizens

This is an article about the fallen trees
which we have rescued, by re-erecting
them in their original location, after
removing the cement from around them.
(The roots did not leave the ground)
THIS IS NOT TRANSPLANTING !
Transplanting has 99% failure rate.

CLICK HERE FOR FULL ARTICLE

Tree transplantation is a term used to
make a fool out of citizens.
The trees dont survive, the land is used
for cementing and the health of people
living around, goes down the drain.
Say no to anybody who is promoting
tree transplanting.
It’s better to use your brain properly to
accommodate the existing trees.
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Verhaen Khanna, founder of New Delhi Nature Society,
alleged that “illegal” fireworks continued well past
midnight across the capital.
“The laser show in CP was a good idea. Police should have
patrolled in civil dress and confiscated banned crackers or
arrested violators,” Khanna said.
“Court did its job by allowing only green crackers between
8-10 on Diwali. But there were literally illegal explosives
in the hands of people proud to violate Supreme Court
order and police didn’t do anything.”

CLICK HERE FOR FULL ARTICLE

Great point by Bhavreen Malhotra Kandhari :
According to NGT, Rs 5000/- penalty for
burning leaves fallen from a tree, but for
burning "green fireworks" which have 30% less
quantity of chemicals and metals than regular
fireworks, no penalty.Meanwhile, regular
fireworks (illegal) were burnt all around the
city.

Watch Video

Dilli Ki Diwali

A short Hindi Rap Song about the pollution
caused by fireworks in Delhi on Diwali

Watch Video
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Diwali Night
We managed to celebrate #Diwali at our office with lights,
prayers, food, music (without fireworks) and everybody was very
happy.
Meanwhile, other people were violating the Supreme Court order
which had banned the burning of fireworks and only allowed green
crackers to be burnt between 8-10pm on Diwali.
Police didn’t bother implementing the law by patrolling,
confiscating or arresting, so air pollution level around Delhi NCR
went through the roof.
Many homes, shops and offices also caught fire on Diwali.
Now water sprinkling activities by authorities have started around
the city to settle the pollution.
Lots of the fireworks burnt, also spread unburnt chemicals, which
are in direct contact with your skin and food.
Would you apply fireworks chemicals on your skin and in your
food?
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Rescue Fallen Trees
This is a short video covering some of the examples
of fallen trees which were rescued by us and their
current health.
You can also rescue fallen trees in your area by
talking to the authorities there.
Show them these examples, they already have the
manpower, tools and funds, they just need your
support to save the tree instead of letting it get
chopped into pieces and sold for wood.
In all these cases, there were always at least some

Watch Video

roots still connected into the ground even though
some were broken.
This is not transplantation, in transplantation all the roots are disconnected from the ground and the tree is taken
elsewhere, and most importantly, in Delhi we have many years of experience to show that transplanting trees has
a 99% fail rate.So instead of transplanting trees, it's better to just accommodate the existing trees in the new
construction plans, that is known as sustainable development.It takes several decades to grow a sapling into a tree,
thats why it is more important to save existing trees.

Discussing AirPollution in Delhi

Please contribute towards environment
protection by NDNS

CLICK HERE

Watch Video
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Wildlife Trap in Sanjay Van
Thanks to everybody who sent emails to the authorities, the Chief Wildlife Warden finally called NDNS to visit the
Sanjay Van. There he directed the DDA Horticulture and Civil departments to immediately remove all the
barbwire. Unfortunately the DDA will replace barbwire with wire mesh which will restrict movement of wildlife.
Also the lakes will continue to be sealed for wildlife, except a few openings. Earlier there was no restriction for
wildlife access to the lake from all sides. SO please write to the authorities to help the wildlife.

VR 360 Degrees Pictures : Click to teleport yourself
Aravalli Biodiversity Park Gurgaon
Aravalli Biodiversity Park Gurgaon
Lodhi Gardens
Buddha Jayant Park
Millennium Indraprastha Park
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There are thousands of trees remaining at the Aarey metro
car shed. There are visibly some minimum 2000+ trees left
on this plot, contrary to MMRCL's Claims that 2200 have
been cut. So Why Did the govt claim to have cut 2200 trees
on Oct 4th, 5th and 6th during their late night cutting (when
they only cut few hundred trees)?
Three reasons:
A) From the satellite map, we can see the damage they have
already done to the tree cover between 2016 to 2019. They
are trying to cover their older tree cutting WITHOUT
PERMISSION within this 2200 trees figure.
B) More importantly, the Supreme Court has imposed a
stay/ status quo on further tree cutting, and the MMRCL
hasn't managed to cut all the trees before that. The MMRCL
has therefore given fake figures, stated they have cut "98%
of the trees" so that they can now try to cut these trees
during nigh time EVEN DURING THE SUPREME COURT
STAY ORDER. This is why nobody is being allowed to
inspect the Aarey tree cutting site... so they can claim later
that these trees were cut before the stay order.
C) TO BREAK YOUR SPIRIT! They want you think that all
the trees are dead, so that you think there's nothing left to
protest for

An illustration By warli artist Shyam Bhoir from #AareyForest .
Shyam and his brother Akash are both #indigenous #tribals from Aarey
Forest and and say that though as artists they are true to the times they are
living in, they hate having to paint their current lot like this.
#Warli art, appreciated all over the world, used to be happy, and all about
celebration and nature.
Now because of corrupt politicians and insensitive officials cutting
down #Mumbai's last forest amid so much public objection, this is
what #warliart is coming to.
Worst of all, #Japan is funding this deforestation and atrocities on
indigenous people in Mumbai's last forest by substantially financing this
deforestation project.

Deforestation in Tribal Art
The Adivasi people in Aarey are so traumatised by the tree
felling in Aarey Forest that they have even added it to their
tribal art
Indigenous people the world over spoke to future generations
through their own unique art form such as Varli painting
This indeed has had a profound effect on them.
Adivasi Lives Matter!
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Save Aarey Forest !
‘Aarey Not a Forest’: Bombay HC Clears Axing of 2,600 Trees
Heartbreaking Videos Of Aarey Forest Being Cut Secretly At Night By Mumbai Metro
Over 300 Trees Cut Overnight In Mumbai's Aarey Forest As Peaceful Environmentalists Detained
Aarey Under Threat: India Protests As Govt. Starts Butchering Mumbai's Green Lungs
India's Environment Minister Supports Felling Of Trees In Aarey Forest! #Facepalm
PM Modi Told Bear Grylls He Cares About Forests But Now He Remains Silent On Aarey
Supreme Court orders status quo in Aarey case till Oct 21; Maharashtra assures no trees will be felled
Despite relief for Aarey, India is losing the larger battle to protect its forests
Cops refuse Aarey entry to animal, bird rescuers
Arrest destruction of leopard habitat in Aarey: Centre
Hail the Aarey protesters
Fadnavis Asked Envt Ministry To Take The Blame For Builder Who Was Fined Rs 105 Crore By SC
Aarey Colony Protest! Twinkle Khanna Blog About Operation Chup-Chop And Some Smelly Red Herrings
Aarey row: Twitter now buzzes over ‘shut down Film City’ call
Declare Aarey a protected area: Petition in Bombay HC
‘Stop construction or face contempt petition’
Maharashtra govt gives financial nod for ‘international-standard’ zoo

Videos
Police protect illegal felling and attack citizens (women + children)
Police protect illegal felling and attack citizens (women + children)
Mumbaikars break through police barricade
Illegal Tree Felling at night
Illegal Tree Felling at night
Illegal Tree Felling in the day
Citizens, Women and Children illegally abducted by Police
Police ordered to manhandle women
Protest at Powai Police Station
#saveaareyforest
Mumbai Heroes Released
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Vijay Park , Kasarwadavli , Thane - 10/10/2019
Tremendous number of displaced birds were reported by few concerned residents after this inhumane tree elimination
drive started in this complex. Maximum were crushed , nests destroyed, eggs broken, young ones orphaned. displaced
killed under vehicles, wood logs, taken away by predators
Four were rescued which were found severely starving , dehydrated and traumatized, Now they all died.
Being native wildlife and protected species this inhumane , unethical and illegal act attracts violation of Wildlife
Protection Act, 1972 and the Forest Department will be issuing a notice to the concerned and initiate necessary actions on
the culprits
A strong protocol is the need of the hour and much stronger actions on these people.

Imagine you are waiting for your parents to
come back home from work , getting
something to eat and just before they return
a group of people with crane and buldoser
break your home and kill you and leave your
brothers and sisters orphan and your
helpless parents watching from somewhere
in a position to do nothing.

Important articles (click to open)
Manipur Man Dedicates 18 Years To Bring 300-Acre Forest To Life
AP Congressmen tie rockets to pigeons, kill them, to welcome state chief
Railway officials booked in Kerala after tree with nests of over 100 migratory birds cut
Dwarka Expressway: 5,700 mature trees to get new addresses
This Delhi Entrepreneur Is Turning Thousands Of Plastic Bottles Into Toilets; Support His Initiative
Migratory birds missing as pollution levels rise in Delhi NCR
Haryana Assembly Elections 2019: Will Air Pollution be Eliminated?
Chennai: Doctors remove 52 kg plastic from cow’s stomach
Environmental offences in India soared 790% in 2017
Uranus Opens And Closes Every Day To Let Out Hot Wind, According To Scientists
These Villages In Tamil Nadu Celebrate 'Silent Diwali' To Save Bats & It's Indeed A Lesson
Over 200 fire related incidents in Delhi on Diwali
Bullet train project to affect 11 mangrove species, 177 types of birds
Smoke, Fumes, Toxins; What is the Cost of Your Kid’s Playtime?
Canada Has Officially Banned Dolphin and Whale Captivity
210 arrested for bursting prohibited crackers, police regist 371 cases
Delhi air right now is like smoking 50 cigarettes a day
Environment Ministry Clears Karnataka Govt’s 800 Crore River Project, Goa Questions Decision
Delhi Air Worsens: Why Has ‘Mega Project’ Continued Unchecked?
Mumbai Likely To Be Completely Washed Away By Rising Seas In Next 30 Years: UN Report
'Start Listening': Greta Thunberg Rejects Major Environmental Award
What poison are you breathing in your area? CPCB zooms in on local factors

Weddings in forests may not require Centre’s permit anymore
Environment minister defends cutting of trees for PM’s October 17 rally at Pune college
‘Why the Fuss?’: Environment Min on Cutting Trees for PM’s Rally
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Booklet of Native Trees
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COOL BAGS for Cool People

If you are trying to
identify trees around
your home or planning to
plant some new trees,
this is the best place to
start.
This booklet covers 100
native trees of Delhi.
Trees which are adapted
to the environment,
require minimum
maintenance and sustain
the wildlife. (Rs 50/-)

Buy Forever Plants

New Cool Bag Designs

Fits in your pocket easily.
Carry your laptop or groceries.

Buy forever plants from NDNS.
These plants can outlive you and
all your future generations if it is

Buy 5 cloth bags for just Rs 200/Plastic bags are out of fashion.

well taken care of. (Rs 100/-)

When you buy from NDNS, you

Order now : 9711115666

are supporting our
environmental conservation
work.

A sip of Nature
Enjoy beverages in your very own NDNS mug.

Contribute to NDNS
Volunteer / Intern at NDNS

Protect the environment
Join the growing NDNS team

Bank Details :
Account: New Delhi Nature Society
Account number: 918020010738403
IFSC: UTIB0001326

Email your CV to info@ndns.in

- 9711115666
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De-Choke Trees

SOS NUMBERS

The Hon’ble National Green Tribunal in its order dated 23rd April

FOR TREES AND ANIMALS

2013 has directed all Public Authorities to ensure that all the sign
boards, names, advertisements, any kind of boards or signage's,

NDNS - 9711115666

electric wires and high tension cables or otherwise are removed

Fauna Police - 9212111116

from the trees.

Give Me Trees Trust - 8800326033
Wildlife Rescue - 9810129698, 9810639698

They shall also ensure that the concrete surrounding the trees

People For Animals - 011 23719293 / 9294.

within one meter of the trees are removed and all the trees are
looked after well and due precaution is taken in future so that no
concrete or construction or repairing work is done at least within
one meter radius of the trunk of trees.

CLICK HERE for NGT ORDER FOR DE-CHOKING TREES

For Cows Love for cow Trust - 9818434399
Doctor for cow - 9650048826
Dhyan Foundation - 9999099423
Kamdhenu Mangal Parivaar - 7503777888,

NAILS, WIRES, CEMENT (10,000 RS. FINE)

9911002200

DELHI PRESERVATION OF TREES ACT, 1994

DELHI FLORA IDENTIFICATION FORUM (Facebook)

WHAT TO DO IF A TREE IS
BEING CUT
-Click pictures
-Tell them to stop immediately
-Ask them to show the Forest Department permission.
-No permission, then Call 100 and wait till help arrives.
-Write a letter to the Forest Department
-If they have permission, take the supervisors details who
must be present there and contact the Forest Department .

TO CONTACT THE FOREST DEPARTMENT
dcfhqgnctd@gmail.com
dcfpmgnctd@gmail.com
cfdelhigovt@gmail.com

CC to:

For queries regarding CSR, please contact

senv@nic.in

New Delhi Nature Society at info@ndns.in

minlawtpt.delhi@nic.in
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